Lānaʻi by Four Seasons

Your own 90,000-acre island to explore >
Island of contrasts

Diverse landscapes inspire limitless options for adventure – both on land and water
Discover untouched Hawaiʻi on the tiny island of Lānaʻi. In just 90,000 acres (36,422 hectares), you can explore an astonishing range of landscapes – from secluded beaches where you won’t see another soul to cool, misty mountains that are a paradise for hiking and UTV adventures. On this one-of-a-kind island, our fully transformed Four Seasons Resort Lānaʻi presents a visionary new vacation experience.
Luxuriously reimagined following a multi-million-dollar transformation, Four Seasons Resort Lāna‘i offers a sophisticated yet relaxed escape – an innovative new vision of a Hawaiian resort, created for guests who appreciate only the very best.

Our enriched resort experience begins with newly refurbished lobbies, new dining options, new swimming pools and a renovated spa. There’s so much to do, you can create the Lāna‘i that’s perfect for you.
Sleek, sensual comfort

Our new interior design is already winning international awards
Experience modern luxury at its most sophisticated in our ultra-spacious guest rooms and suites – all with a furnished lanai or balcony with views of the ocean or lush, botanical gardens. Interiors feature sleek lines, exotic woods and breathtaking bathrooms. Leading-edge in-room technology includes intuitive lighting and fully integrated controls for temperature, service and privacy. Wearable key wristbands allow maximum flexibility to enjoy activities on the island.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR ACCOMMODATIONS
Creative dining
Taste the exclusive NOBU LĀNAʻI
On this secluded island, discover remarkable variety for dining and drinks – with gorgeous settings to match every mood and every moment. Experience the cliff-side NOBU LĀNA‘I for new-style Japanese cuisine, and ONE FORTY for American steak and Hawaiian seafood. Plan a casual lunch at VIEWS at Manele Golf to enjoy panoramic ocean vistas and island-influenced cuisine. Or savor the comfort and privacy of your own lanai with 24-hour In-Room Dining. Every meal is served with friendly Four Seasons attitude.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR DINING
Our protected marine sanctuary

Snorkel amid colorful fish, right here at our Resort
Celebrate the water with two new Four Seasons pool experiences. A lagoon-style, free-form central pool features a cascading waterfall and two whirlpools. Set apart is an adults-only retreat, with waterfalls and lava rock grottos that echo the island's iconic cliffs. Just down the path awaits our stunning white-sand beach on Hulopo'e Bay, a marine sanctuary where spinner dolphins frequently come to play. Adventures continue with deep-sea fishing, whale-watching tours and diving at The Cathedrals, where underwater lattices of lava rock resemble stained glass when hit by sunlight.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OCEAN ACTIVITIES ➤
Ocean views on every hole
Play our Jack Nicklaus Signature Manele Golf Course
Head upcountry on Lāna‘i and discover scenery you might never expect in Hawai‘i. Ride horseback through wooded upland trails and hidden valleys — home to axis deer, mouflon sheep and turkey. Hike through towering Cook pine trees to Koloiki Ridge. With only 30 miles (48 km) of paved roads — and no traffic lights — Lāna‘i is ideal for off-roading. Rent your own 4x4 and set off on an adrenaline-filled adventure across the unique red dirt terrain. Stop for a Four Seasons picnic at the location of your choice.
Entertain in a private paradise

Transformative event experiences
The private-island atmosphere of Lāna'i provides a spectacular backdrop for conferences, incentives and milestone celebrations, such as birthdays and weddings. Ocean-view gardens and lawns are complemented by flexible indoor spaces, including our newly refurbished Conference Center, hosting up to 500 guests. Enhance your occasion with fireworks, helicopters and private yachts – masterfully arranged by Four Seasons staff to create a truly unforgettable event.

LEARN MORE ABOUT MEETINGS AND EVENTS
Location
- On the sixth-largest Hawaiian island — covering just 90,000 acres (36,422 hectares) — nine miles (14.5 km) west of Maui
- 20-minute drive from Lāna‘i Airport by luxury transfer fleet

Accommodations
- 217 accommodations, including 51 suites, spread along the ocean coastline and immersed in botanical gardens
- All with a spacious furnished lanai or balcony
- Sleek, contemporary décor crafted with exotic materials, reflecting the warm tones and textures of the island
- Breathtaking bathrooms, featuring our own exclusive ʻĀina bath amenities, made with kukui nut oil from a local farm
- Highly responsive in-room technology, including intuitive lighting, temperature, service and privacy controls
- 75-inch, platinum-bezel LED televisions; BluRay players; in-room iPad Airs; wearable key wristbands

Dining
- Variety of options for drinks and dining, including NOBU LĀNA‘I for new-style Japanese cuisine and ONE FORTY for American steak and Hawaiian seafood
- 24-hour In-Room Dining

Spa & Fitness
- Renewed spa for massage therapies, skin care, nail services, body and treatments in one of 11 spacious treatment rooms

Recreation
- Two new pool experiences, including an adults-only oasis with private sanctuaries and a lagoon-style pool experience
- Three Plexicushion tennis courts and complete fitness center
- 18-hole Jack Nicklaus Signature Manele Golf Course
- Scuba diving, snorkeling and whale watching with Trilogy Excursions — with a marine preserve right off shore
- Upcountry adventures, including horseback riding, hiking, UTVs and 4x4 off-roading
- The Shops at Manele Bay for luxury fashion and décor, including Missoni, Jimmy Choo and the Lāna‘i Collection
- Kids For All Seasons activities
- Interactive cultural classes, including ukulele lessons, coconut weaving, lei making, and “talk story” sessions

Meetings & Events
- Conference Center with indoor and outdoor spaces — ideal for business groups with up to 500 guests
- Gorgeous beachfront settings for weddings and celebrations

Connect with us
fourseasons.com/lanai

Four Seasons Resort Lāna‘i
Lāna‘i, Hawai‘i 96763 U.S.A.
T. 1 (808) 565-2000 / F. 1 (808) 565-2483

Find details on travel to Lāna‘i
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